
OMG!Bucks is the “prize” system being used by OMG!con for 2023.
OMG!Bucks are paper tickets given value from $1.00-$100.00 and may be
used at OMGcon to purchase items from our Exhibitors Hall and SWAG
Booth.

.

● OMG!Bucks can be applied for next year’s ticket, however the difference must be
covered at con.

○ If a ticket is 35 dollars Pre-Reg, and 10 OMG!Bucks are applied, the remaining
25 dollars must be paid at the 2023 convention.

● OMG!Bucks are transferrable. I.E. may be given from one attendee to another.

● OMG!Bucks may be used to purchase anything in the Exhibitors hall.
○ This includes the Vendor Room, Artist Alley, and the OMG!SWAG Booth.

● OMG!Bucks can be saved over the weekend to buy bigger things, and will be treated
same as cash in the Exhibitor Hall.

● OMG!Bucks may not be redeemed for cash.

● OMG!Bucks may not be redeemed for food from the concessions stand at the
Owensboro Convention Center.

● OMG!Bucks do not transfer from year to year.
○ 2022 bucks may not be used in 2023, etc.

● Items purchased with OMG!Bucks are non-refundable items, and cannot be returned for
cash or OMG!Bucks

* Any Vendor/Artist has the right to not accept OMG!Bucks. OMGcon retains the right to update
these TOS and any changes will be enforced at the time of alteration. OMG!con is not
responsible for replacing lost or stolen Bucks, and will not accept any Bucks that have been
altered, copied, or otherwise duplicated. Any attendee caught duplicating or altering
OMG!Bucks may have their badge revoked.



PRIZE ROOM Q and A

Since OMG!con will not have a ‘traditional’ prize room as of 2018, here is a quick Q and A for
any concerns you may have.  If you have any additional questions that we didnt get to, please
be sure to post on our official Facebook page, or reach out to OMGcon@gmail.com

Q: Why did you get rid of the Prize Room?
A:  We are moving on from a prize room for a number of reasons.  Some have to do with the
number of volunteers we have and need, and others relate more directly to attendees.  It has
always been an issue with the “good stuff” being gone early con, as well as having the ability to
store and obtain prizes that people would be excited to get.

Our new system will hopefully let attendees have a chance to use their prize value towards
things they might want in the dealer's room, things our vendors and artists may have more than
one copy of. This also frees some of our staff up to help out in other areas of the con that need
more attention.  This also gives attendees to apply their prize value towards a ticket for next
year.

Q:Where can I spend my OMG!Bucks?
A: The Exhibitors Hall is where you will spend any OMG!Bucks you receive. The Exhibitors Hall
includes the Artist Alley, SWAG Booth, and the Vendor's Hall.

Q: I have things I wanted to get from the Prize Room in previous years, is there a way for me to
get that?
A: Absolutely! Anything we had in our prize room previously, we will have at our SWAG Booth
until we run out of it.  Anything sold at our SWAG Booth goes into the funding for the next
OMGcon.

Q: I had things I wanted to donate to the prize room, can I still donate these items to the con?
A: We love and appreciate all donations to help our convention grow.  We can't take every
donation that we receive, however if you would like to donate to OMG!Con, any donated items
will be displayed and sold at the SWAG Booth with the funds going into next year's convention.
Any items wishing to be donated may also be included in charity auctions, raffles, or other ways
that OMG!con reaches back out into our community.  If you have anything you would like to
donate, please email us descriptions and pictures at OMGcon@gmail.com or post to our
Facebook page.
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